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To elucidatetheroleplayedby inetantone in chiral symmetry breaking, we explore their properties, in ildl QCD,
around the critical temperature. Westudy in particular spatial correlations between low-Iying Dirac eigenmodes
and inetantons. Our measurements are compared with the predictions of instanton-bssed models.

We have examined the local topological struc-
ture of full QCD and its impact on the physics
of chiral symmetry breaking amdrestoration, by
comparing the local topological structure ob-
tained by improved cooliig[l], with the lowest
eigenmodes of the Dirac operator on the same
(uncooled) lattices. We use a set of dynamical
finite temperature JVt = 12 (MILC[2]) lattices
spanning the chwalphase transition, and have ex-
tracted the lowest 8 eigenmodes and eigenvalues
of the staggered Dirac operator.

To summarize our findings, we see:
. agreement with the Banks-Casher relation-

ship using the density of eigenvalues near zero
(not discussed in this writeup).

. good correlation (N 70% level) between the
spatial structure of zero modes and instantons.

● some space-time asymmetry in the local topo-
‘ logical susceptibility above T= (and not below),

the underlying mechanism of which is under fur-
ther investigation.

Local structure: &O(Z) -VS- Fp(z)

To illustrate the relationship between instan-
tons and the zero modes of the Dirac operator we
show in Figures 2 and 3, the topological charge
density FF(z), on a configuration obtained after
150 sweeps of improved cooling. The timeslice
shown happens to contain part of an instanton
and anti-instanton,and we plot isosurfacesof pos-

itive and negative values of F#(z).
On this cooled configumtion, we ident~ the

lowesteigenmode of the Dirac operatoq au isosur-
fac.eof the ma@tude of the eigenvectoris plotted
along with FF(z), and is shown in F@ure 2. We
see that on this smooth configuration in which the
UV fluctuations have been removed, l~@(z)/ fol-
lows FF(z) exactly, showing that on continuum
like configurations, the zero mode “tracks” the
topology, as expected iiom continuum arguments
(see [3], for exanple).

Next, F@e 3b compares the uncooled zero
mode to the cooledtopological charge we see sur-
prisingly good correlation, even after many (150)
cooling sweeps. Cooling identifies the dominaut
instanton-anti-instanton (I-A) pairs and the en-
semble correlation between the uncooled Dirac
mode and cooled topological charge density is
about 70Y0,after 150 sweeps of improved cool-
ing, on configurationscontaining one or more I-A
pairs. This tildates a posteriori the improved
cooling process; the topology seen by the Dirac
zero mode is largely the same as that seen by the
cooled topological charge.

In Figure 3a, we show isosurfaces of @y5@(z),
which takes value H for a right- or left-handed
eigenmode respectively. Yellow and blue surfaces
indicate right and left-handedness. We see what
amounts to the chhlity flip as quarks “tunnel”
from an instanton to an anti-instanton.
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A portion of the mission of the NIST Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory (MEL) is to improve and
advance length metrology in aid of U.S. Industry. This responsibility is found within the Precision
Engineering Division (PED). The successful development of a “Collaborator” for TelePresence
Microscopy provides an important new tool to promote technology transfer in the area of length
metrology and measurement technology. NIST and Texas Instruments under the auspices of the
National Automated Manufacturing Testbed (NAMT) and in collaboration with the Universi~ of
Illinois are developing a microscopy collaborator testbed to demonstrate the value of telepresence
microscopy within a large distributed manufacturing facility such as Texas Instruments and between
organizations such as NET, Texas Instruments and Univeristies.

Telepresence Microscopy is an application of the state-of-the-art Internet based technology to long-
distance scientific endeavors. Long distance can refer to across the country or from one site within a
company to another. Telepresence is currently being applied to electron microscopy in several
locations where unique analytical facilities (such as those at NIST) can be utilized via Internet
connection. Potentially this can provide tremendous savings to a company where asset sharing can
now be rapidly and effectively accessed or remote unique facilities can be utilized without the
requirement of expensive and time consuming travel. This methodology is not limited to electron
microscopy, but its power is currently exemplified by its application to that form of microscopy.

Large distributed manufacturing sites such as Texas Instruments need rapid response when problems
threaten to disrupt multi-million dollar production facilities. If expertise needed to solve the problem
or if instrumentation is not locally present, delays are inevitable. Once a sample has been received by
an analytical facility experts can rapidly access a Internet accessible site from numerous remote
locations can collaborate in real-time to solve the problem.

NIST is currently developing an Internet based web site (http://scarmer.cme.nist.gov) as a testbed to
demonstrate its value to industrial partners. The need for instrument and communication standards
provide NIST a strong position in this arena. Where the testbed is concerned, the initial instrument
being used is a Hitachi S-4500 high resolution field emission SEM equipped with x-ray analytical
capabilities. This instrument is connected to a SUN Ultra-11 workstation which in turn is connected to
the NIST NAMT high-speed internal asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network. This intranet is
capable of” 150 Mbps between internal NIST NAMT sites. Secondary connections with other
analytical instrumentation via the ATM network is anticipated in the near future. The NAMT ATM
network interfaces with the Internet in the normal manner and the site is accessible using a NetScape
compatible web browser. Remote Operation of the instrumentation has also been successfully
implemented via the Internet. Users are presented with a WWW based GUI front end which through
the TPM Server translates simple actions into microscope control functions. This translation occurs in
the TPM server which communicates directly with the SEM via a standard serial communications
interface. This operation remains a bandwidth limited procedure due to the nature of the serial
interface. . Also implemented at the web si~e is the NIST/FJAMT electronic notebook where
collaborators can document the work in progress and is based upon developments being carried out in
parallel in the DoE2000 Materials Microcharacterization Collaborator Project2.

The TelePresence Microscopy Testbed attempts to bridge the gap between simple “remote
microscopy” and true collaboration, by integrating protocols, tools, and interactive links to
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instrumcn[ation. dutn ( real-time as well as archived), and audio-visual communications. The initial
goal of this project has t-wcn to create a virtual space, accessible via the Internet, where microscopists
and their industrial collaborators. who are distributed across the nationor the world,can meet and
solve industrial problems.
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Figure 1.) Top: NIST/NAMT VP7VWInterface, Bottom. System Communications Architecture
Outline


